Abstract. Ontology learning is the key technology to construct knowledge base effectively. Most of data in information systems are organized in relational mode. Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to solve how to effectively learn ontology from relational data mode. It is found that the definition of OWL DL ontology based on description logic is similar to the formal definition of relational data schema. A semi-automatic learning method of OWL ontology based on relational schema is proposed in this paper. The method includes a set of mapping rules by which learning OWL ontology from relational schema. The mapping rule set consists of attribute axiom mapping, class axiom mapping and heuristic mapping. Finally, a prototype tool based on Java platform is used to build a knowledge base of traditional Chinese medicine, and the validity of the method is verified.
Introduction
The machine learning and understanding of knowledge depend on the structure of knowledge expression. By introducing ontology into knowledge base and formalizing the concepts and their relationships, we can ensure that knowledge understanding is unique and accurate in the process of transferring domain knowledge, and improve the sharing and reuse of knowledge ontology [1] . The importance of ontology to semantic Web promotes the development of OWL ontology language and the development of various OWL ontology tools [2] . The common ontology editing tools, such as WebOnto [3] , Protégé [4] and KAON [5] . These tools only support manual construction of ontology. However, domain ontology models, concepts, constraints and so on need manual deep participation to complete, and the construction process is cumbersome, updating and maintenance is difficult, and error prone. Therefore, ontology learning [6] , a technology based on semi-automation or automatic ontology construction, has become a hotspot of ontology research.
Research on Ontology Learning
Ontology learning, also known as ontology extraction, is a process of automatically or semi-automatically obtaining ontology from relevant data sources by using machine learning, statistics and other technologies. According to the organization of data resources, ontology learning can be divided into ontology learning based on unstructured, semi-structured and structured data. Ontology learning based on unstructured data sources mainly focuses on Ontology acquisition from plain text [7] . With the development of the Internet, semi-structured data (XML/HTML web pages, DTD, RDF annotated web pages) has become the data source of ontology learning. OntoLiFT tools developed by Volz et al. [8] have been added to KAON workbench, which can be used to transform XML schema semantics into ontology concepts and corresponding tags of roles.
With the maturity of relational database technology, most of the current knowledge sources are dynamic Web presentation supported by relational database [9] . Most of the data in information systems are stored in relational mode. Therefore, it is very important to study the method of extracting domain semantics from RDB and constructing OWL ontology in an automatic or semi-automatic way [10] . Johannesson [11] implements the mapping method from relational schema to conceptual schema; Kashyap [12] applies ontology learning from relational schema to the construction of ontology in the field of environmental information. On the basis of comparing the similarity between the formal definition of relational schema and the OWL ontology definition based on description logic, this paper proposes a method of learning OWL ontology from relational database schema.
Ontology Learning Related Research Status Analysis

Main Ideas
Description Logic (DL) [13] is a formalization of knowledge representation, which can describe things and their relationships in a domain of interest. DL pays attention to form, its basic elements include concepts and relations. Logic system consists of four parts: construction set, terminology set (Tbox), assertion set (Abox), reasoning mechanism on Tbox and Abox.The schema of relational database and OWL ontology have similar conceptual layers, and there is a certain semantic correlation between the two conceptual schemas. Therefore, taking description logic as a bridge, we can establish some relationship between relational schema and OWL ontology model, so as to realize ontology learning from relational database.
The Description of Relationship Model and OWL Ontology
Mathematical relationships, tuples and tuple variables correspond to tables (T), rows (r) and attributes (A) in a relational database system. The attributes (groups) that uniquely identify tuples are called codes (pk(T)), and the codes in other relationships are called external codes (fk(T))as attributes of this relationship. In accordance with the above provisions, the formal definition of relational data schema based on description logic is defined as definition 1.
Definition 1: A relational schema R based on descriptive logical representation can be regarded as a six-tuple: R (T, Attr, D, Dom, Fk, Pk), where:
T=Et  Rt denotes that tables in relational databases contain entity tables (Et) and contact tables (Rt), which are finite sets and consist of two disjoint sets. D is the set of predefined data types in RDB, and Dom is a collection of attributes to domain mappings. To describe the mapping rules conveniently, we define the following auxiliary functions of the relational schema: A Attr(T i ) denotes that A is the attribute (group) of table T; type(A)D denotes the predefined data type of A; unique (A)=true denotes that attribute A is unique, otherwise it is not unique; Notnull (A) = true denotes that attribute A is not empty, otherwise it is empty; Data(x) denotes the range of x, null denotes the null value, ref(fk(T),PK(G) denotes that the foreign key of T refers to the primary key of G, and subof(T,G)=true denotes that tables T and G are parent-child entities. Different types of tables can be classified into entity tables and relational tables. The entity tables include normal entity(normEt), weak entity(weakEt), one-to-one entity(o2oEt), one-to-many entity(o2mEt), sup-type entity(subEt) and super-type entity(supEt). The relational tables include binary relational tables and n-ary relational tables(naryRt). There are many pairs of binary relationships. Many (m2mRt), one to many (o2mRt), one to one (o2oRt) and so on. The type of table T can be identified by flag(T), such as flag(T)=normEt and so on.
The OWL [14] language contains three sub languages with increasing expressive power: Lite, DL and Full. OWL DL contains all language constraints in language, which can ensure the accuracy, completeness and determinability of reasoning. The comparison between OWL abstract syntax and description logic is shown in Table 1 . The definition of OWL DL ontology based on description logic is as follows: Definition 2. A OWL DL ontology is a two tuple group On= (Cept, Axiom), among which:
, is a finite set of identifiers, the subsets disjoint each other. Among them: CID: Class identifier set consists of user-defined class identifier and two predefined class identifiers owl: Thing and owl: Nothing; DTID: data type identifier set; DPID: data type property identifier set, corresponding to XML Schema data type identifier (such as xsd: integer) [15] ; OPID: object Attribute (object property) identifier set.
2) Axiom=CAxiom  Paxiom, is a finite set consisting of disjoint subsets. The class axiom set CAxiom is used to describe the constraints between class descriptions, such as inclusion, equivalence and disjoint relations. Attribute axiom PAxiom is used to describe the logical properties of attribute, such as definition domain and value domain, equivalence relationship between attributes, reciprocal relationship, base constraint and so on. Part of OWL DL constructs sub abstract syntax as shown in Table 1 . Table 1 . Part abstract syntax of OWL DL constructor.
Abstract syntax description(C) explain A(URI reference) Restriction(O allValuesFrom(C)) Restriction(O cardinality(n)) Restriction(O minCardinality(n)) Restriction(O maxCardinality(n))
Attribute constraint description O, data(R) C, O is object attribute or data type attribute.
The cardinality of the attribute O is n. The minimum cardinality of the attribute O is n. The maximum cardinality of the attribute O is n. Data Ranges(D) D(URI reference) D is a URI reference that identifies a data range. Class Axioms Class(
U is a URI reference that identifies a data type attribute.
If unique(U)=true, O is a function attribute; U is data type attribute. R(URI reference) ObjectProperty(R omain(C 1 )…domain(C n ) range(C 1 )…range (C m ) [inverseOf][Functional])
R is URI reference, used to identify an object attribute.
R, domain (R)  C 1 ∩…∩C n , range(R)  C 1 ∩…∩C m ; Object attribute R, R 0 can be inversed; if unique (R) =true, R is the function attribute.
Mapping Rules from Relational Schema to Ontology
Because formal definitions of relational schemas and OWL DL have corresponding relations in descriptive logic, the process of learning ontology from relational schemas is divided into attribute axiomatic mapping, class axiomatic mapping and heuristic mapping. To facilitate the description of mapping rules, the following auxiliary functions are predefined:
idMap (ID): Map table or attribute names in relational data schema to identical identifiers in OWL ontology.
dtMap (DT):
Map the data type name DT in the relational data schema to the corresponding type identifier in the OWL ontology.
Following are the rules of schema transformation. Following these rules, the relational database schema is mapped to OWL DL ontology. Rules use abstract syntax to explain algorithms and ideas. All types of tables in the relational schema have been identified by flag (T). A)cardinality(1))) ; A) maxCardinality(1)) ).
Attribute Axiom Transformation Rules
Rule1 if DTD then dtMap(DT) DTID; DatatypeProperty(idMap(A)domain(idMap (T))range(dtMap(DT))); Rule 2 if Aattr(T) and NonFkSet (T) then idMap(A) DPID and DatatypeProperty(idMap(A)domain(idMap (T))range(dtMap(d))); else if is(unique(A)), DatatypeProperty(idMap(A) Functional).
Rule 3 if TRt and REt and Afk i (T), i = 1,…,n (n ≥ 1) and ref ( fk i (T), pk(R)) then idMap (A) OPID; ObjectProperty(idMap(A) domain(idMap(R)) range(idMap(T))).
Rule 4 if Afk i (T), TEt,is(flag(T)=subEt),( i = 1,…,n,n ≥ 1) and ref ( fk i (T), pk(R)), REt, R ≠ T then idMap(A),idMap(B)  OPID and ObjectProperty(idMap(A/B) domain(idMap(T/R)) range(idMap(T/R)_idMap(R))).
Rule 5 if TEt A fk 1 (T)  is(flag(T)=subEt) fk 1 (T) = pk( T) =[A 1 :d 1 , …, A h :d h ], k ≥1 then idMap(A 1 ),…, idMap(A h )  DPID and DatatypeProperty(idMap(A 1 ) domain(idMap(T)) range(dtMap(d 1 ))); …DatatypeProperty(idMap(Ak ) domain(idMap(T)) range(dtMap(d k ))).
Class Axiom Transformation Rules
Rule 6 if T  Et  Rt then idMap(T)  CTID; Else if (A  attr(T) and notNull(A)) then Class(idMap(T)partial restriction(idMap(
Rule 7 if TEt  Rt and Aattr(T) and NonFkSet (T ) then Class(idMap (T) partial restriction(idMap (A) allValuesFrom(dtMap(d) ) cardinality(1))); Else if (notNull(A)) then Class(idMap(A) partial restriction(idMap(
Rule 8 if TEt
 Rt and Afk i (T), i = 1,…,n (n ≥ 1) ref ( fk i (T), pk(R)), REt then
Class(idMap(R)); if(flag(T)=o2oRt) then Class(idMap(R) partial restriction(idMap(A) allValuesFrom(idMap(R) maxCardinality(1)))). if( flag(T)=o2mRt) and A = pk(T) then Class(idMap(R) partial restriction(idMap(A) allValuesFrom(idMap(R) maxCardinality(1)))).
Rule 9 if Afk i (T), TEt,is(flag(T)=subEt), i = 1,…,n (n ≥ 1) and ref ( fk i (T), pk(R)), REt, R ≠ T then idMap(T)_ idMap(R)
CTID,
Class(idMap(T) partial restriction(idMap(A) allValuesFrom(idMap(T)_idMap(R)))); Class(idMap(R) partial restriction(idMap(B) allValuesFrom(idMap(T)_idMap(R))));
① else if (flag(T)=o2mEt) or is(falg(T)=weakEt) then Class(idMap(T) partial restriction(idMap(A) allValuesFrom(idMap(T)_idMap(R)) maxCardinality(1))); Class(idMap(R) partial restriction(idMap(B) allValuesFrom(idMap(T)_idMap(R)) minCardinality(1)));
② else if(flag(T)=o2oEt) then Class(idMap(T) partial restriction(idMap(A) allValuesFrom(idMap(T)_idMap(R)) minCardinality(1))); Class(idMap(R) partial restriction(idMap(B) allValuesFrom(idMap(T)_idMap(R)) maxCardinality(1))).
Rule 10 if TEt and A fk 1 (T) and is(flag(T)=subEt) and fk 1 (T) = pk( T) =[A 1 :d 1 , …, A h :d h ], k ≥1 then idMap(A 1 ),…, idMap(A h )  DPID and Class(idMap(T) partial restriction(idMap(A 1 ) allValuesFrom(dtMap(d 1 ) ) cardinality(1)) … restriction(idMap(A h ) allValuesFrom(dtMap(d k )) cardinality(1))).
Heuristic Rules for Relation between Tables
Rule 11 if T i ,TEt,(m ≥ 1) and is(flag(T i )=subEt and flag(T)=supEt) and subof (T i, T)= true then subClassOf (idMap(T i ) idMap(T)).
Rule 12 if Data( pk(T i ))∩Data( pk(T j )) =  ,( i ≠ j,1 ≤ i ,j ≤ m ) then DisjointClasses(idMap(T i ) idMap(T j )).
Rule 13 if Data( pk(T))=data(T 1 )  data(T m ) then EquivalentClasses(idMap(T) unionof( idMap(T 1 )…idMap(T m ))).
Experimental Verification
Experimental data: database recipe, involving 13 tables, including 3 non-linked tables, including entity table: rm_recipe, bd_pathogenesis, dm_traditionalchinesedrug, bd_curatio, and relational table bd_pathorecipe, bd_curarecipe, rm_recipedrug, rm_recipedrug and so on. The ER model of database recipe is shown in Figure 1 . The mapping result of the rm_recipe table is shown in Figure  2 . 
Summary
To solve the problem of model differences between relational database schema and ontology, this paper proposes a mapping rule based on relational schema to learn OWL ontology. This paper mainly considers the mapping of data structure and integrity constraints in relational schema. As for the structure of relational data, all kinds of relationships between entities are described by relationships. Therefore, in the rules of conceptual mapping, the primary key, foreign key and their correlation are taken into account to extract the implicit semantic information of hierarchical relationships. Integrity constraints are complex, including entity integrity, reference integrity and domain integrity. Mapping rules combine similar cases to simplify the processing. The ontology model is described by OWL language, and the ontology axioms are expressed by special tags. Finally, a prototype system tool based on Java platform is used to map the case database, which proves the correctness of the mapping rules.
